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Yves Delorme has teamed with Adam Lippes on a bedding collection. Image courtes y of Yves Delorme

By ST AFF REPORT S

French linen maker Yves Delorme is linking with designer Adam Lippes to launch a collection that draws on its
customization capabilities.

T he New York-based designer used options available within Yves Delorme's Couture program and fabrics from his
spring/summer 2018 collection to add his own aesthetic to the bedding. T his collaboration enables Yves Delorme to
showcase the possibilities of its made to measure linens.
"Adam Lippes has a sort of je ne sais quoi in his approach to elegance in design, both in fashion and interiors that is
absolutely authentic and enthralling," said Lee Dufour, vice president of marketing and communications at Yves
Delorme, Inc. , in a statement. "Adam is a very passionate designer and his work is a beautiful compliment to the
Yves Delorme brand, and to Yves Delorme Couture.
"It was such a delight to witness the collaboration between Jrme Delmas, Yves Delorme Couture art director and
Adam Lippes two great minds working in the domain of refinement and the perfection of artistic expression by
textiles."
Custom creations
Within the U.S., Yves Delorme's in-store Couture program is available exclusively at its Madison Avenue flagship in
New York. Offering a made-to-measure experience, clients can pick everything from the materials and threads to
measurements to create something that is uniquely their own.
Similarly to the Couture program, the Adam Lippes collection will also be sold exclusively at Yves Delorme's New
York location through special order. T he collaborative collection features styles that reference Mr. Lippes'
Americana meets Japanese collection for spring.
"Most of my inspiration for our collections stems from interiors," Mr. Lippes said in a statement. "T he mix, the
layering, the coloring and pattern.
"You will see this weave throughout Adam Lippes. And in my work, nothing is more important than the fabric, fit and

finish," he said. "With Yves Delorme, I found a partner who values the same. T heir extraordinary attention to quality
and ability to execute genius craftsmanship is second to none.
"Personally, I can't wait to dream in the bed we've created together."
Adam Lippes' collection for Yves Delorme will be on view at the Madison store through the month of March.

Yves Delorme's Madison Avenue store is featuring the collection. Image courtesy of Yves Delorme
Home furnishings labels have frequently worked with the fashion community to bring a different design point of
view to the table.
Italian fashion label Moschino took its edgy aesthetic into the home furnishings category with oversized recreations
of its products.
For its limited-edition furniture capsule, Moschino creative director Jeremy Scott teamed with Italian home
furnishings house Gufram. T he Moschino x Gufram collection launched April 4 during the annual design show
Salone del Mobile in Milan (see story).
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